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WHY VALENTINE'S DAY

The A&T
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STUDENT SAFETY

Student
shot in
weekend
robbery
JASMINE JOHNSON
News Editor

An A&T student was shot in

arobbery in his east Greensboro
home on Saturday.

The student, Darius Bennett, 22, was taken to Moses

Cone Hospital after the incident
where he underwent surgery for
non-life threatning injuries according to hospital officials.
Bennett, a senior, was listed
in fair condition Saturday afternoon, as of Tuesday, he was no
longer listed as a patient in the
hospital's system.
Greensboro Police Departmentresponded to the call from
626 Franklin Blvd. at 12:22
p.m. on Saturday after Bennett
ran across the street with his injuries to a neighbors' residence
to call EMS for help.
Three men were seen entering the house where Bennett lives before the shooting
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Chaplin's

Photo Editor

name through the
system before re-

A&T police held a press conference on Tuesday to confirm thata man
arrested earlier this week on campus
is the man sought in a December homicide.

lease and the name
came back as a
person of interest
in connection to a
homicide in Greens-

Isaam Mattaay Chaplin, 27, was
arrested after a dispute over litter at
the Memorial Student Union. After a
record check, A&T police transfered
him to Greensboro police custody.
Chaplin has been charged with firstdegree murder in the death of Juan
Estaban Salado, said Greensboro Po-

boro,

lice.

A&T Police Officer Tony Scott
A&T responded to a call about a verbal dispute at the Memorial Student
Union between an unidentified studentand Chaplin.
"Once I got to the scene the verbal altercation was over with, I saw
Mr. Chaplin sitting on the steps ofthe
union and I made contact with him."
Scott followed his procedures by

Chaplin

Capt. Janice Rogers checked Chaplin's records when
they when they came in over theradio
and found he was wanted on a charge
of driving on a suspended license and
that he was wanted for further questioning concerning a homicide.
An A&T Official stressed the routine nature ofthe arrest.
"Quite frankly, when we got the
call we didn'tknow that it dealtwith a
major case in Greensboro."
A&T Police were unaware of the
exact homicide in question but they
booked the suspect and completed
the transfer with Greensboro Police
Department so further investigations
could take place. They received the

call approximately at 10:30p.m. Monday night confirming that the suspect
theyarrested was wanted as suspect in
a homicide outside ofthe Old Navy at
Friendly Center.
Esteban, a 25-year-old Brinks Security officer, was shot and killed on
Dec. 15..

Surveillance video showed a black
man dressed like a woman wear-

ing hospital scrubs entered the store,
apparently waiting for the armored
truck. Esteban was shot in the head
before the suspect fled the scene.
Scott, the arresting officer, described the news from Greensboro Police as a fist-pumping moment. When
he was informed ofthe importance of
the case, Scott was excited and felt accomplished because of his important
arrest

"This is someone that the city of
Greensboro had not given up looking
for, so to actually apprehend this guy
is a good thing."
Chaplin is being held in the Guilford County Jail without bond.

PHOTO BY LEROYV. MIKELLIII • REGISTER
OFFICERTONY SCOTT pumps hisfistas he explains what itfeels like
to make the arrest that might close a big case here in Greensboro.

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

One 'sexy'
carnival on

the yard
CHELSEA KING
Contributor

plans for
Spring '09
STACIE BAILEY

Staff Writer

PHOTO BY KENNETH HAWKINS • REGISTER
COUSIN JEFF JOHNSON visits A&Tfor The National Black College Alumni Hall of Fame Legacy Lecture Series 2009"Decision '08: Now What?" forum on Monday, Feburary 9,2009.

'Legacy Lecture'series begins
ham, Greensboro Mayor Yvonne Johnson ference," said Dortch. "So we need them,
and SGA president Marcus Bass.
but we also need to make sure we have the
The discussion, led by moderator Jeff right leadership on those campuses. The
The National Black College Alumni Johnson, who is commonly known as products in this room are the reason why
Cousin Jeff, began by asking the question we need HBCU's."
Hall of Fame continued the Legacy LecFordham answered the question what
ture Series 2009 "Decision '08: Now are HBCU's still necessary? He furthered
What?" Monday in the Memorial Student the questioned by prefacing it with not is it going to take to get students as inparticularly if they are still important, but volved in the state/local elections as much
Union Stallings Ballroom.
as the presidential elections.
The panel discussion featured BET's if the U.S. needs all ofthem.
"The African American community
"It will take state and local elections
Jeff Johnson, Chairman of the NBCA
Hall ofFame Thomas Dortch, Jr.,Dean of have not invested in HBCU's as much as to appeal to college students," said Miss
A&T Fordham. "Barack Obama appealed
Students Dr. Judy Rashid, Miss A&T and clothes, as much as supermarkets and evMiss NBCA Hall of Fame Tanisha Ford- erything but those things that make a dif� See LECTURE on Page 2
JASMINE JOHNSON
News Editor

ONLINE
MORE 0FTHE
GREEK STROLL

the
RA PROMOTES
SAFE SEX

theWORD

Keep up with breaking news on
our Web site. Slideshows, videos

One campus RA creatively
promotes safe sex to his residents
by giving them condoms instead of
chocolate for Valentine's Day.

After a lot of buzz this year,
Juicycampus.com, a site where
people could anonymous post campus gossip has shut down.

online,

www.ncatregister.com
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Man wanted in connection to December Brinks robbery-homicide

SGA unveils

and more are available

<2

Suspect arrested on campus

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

� See SGA on Page 2
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� See SHOOTING on Page 2

A new semester is under
way and many students are
wondering what's in store. As
far as what has been planned,
SGA President Marcus Bass
takes time to explain what students can expect from them this
spring.
Bass is well aware that students feel that the presence of
SGA is not high enough, however he explains that it's not just
about planning programs. Programs, other than Homecoming
and Aggie Fest, are the duties
of SUAB and SGA. They will
continue to take part in getting
together to promote and execute
functions on campus according
to Bass. Although programs and
functions are a part of collegelife, they are not at the top of
this year's SGArepresentatives;
they plan to solve deeper is-

O

JUICY CAMPUS
SAYS GOODBYE

theSCORE
MEN GET BIG
HOME WIN

theSGENE
MISS A&T HITS
TRIAD STAGE

The Aggie men's basketball team

Miss North Carolina A&T, Tanisha
Fordham stars in local play "Mad
at Miles: A Black Woman's Guide
to Truth," featuring other Aggies.

blew a 17-4 lead to BethuneCookman but held on for a 73-63
win on Monday night.
PAGE 7

In recognition of National
Black HIV/AIDS Awareness
Day, Aggies Against AIDS held
their first annul Sex Education
Carnival last Friday.
National Black HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day (NBHAAD)
was designed to encourage African-Americans to get tested and
know their HIV status, become
educatedregarding transmission
of HIV/AIDS and get involved
in their local community. During various points ofthe carnival, there were about 35 people
in Exhibit Hall, but people continued to stroll in and out ofthe
festive.
The event featured several
booths that were enjoyable,
but informational as well. Each
person could participate in the
events to gain knowledgeable
information about the importance ofknowing his or her HIV
status and understanding the affects it has on a person's life.
"HIV/AIDS has no face,"
said Ron Gamble, a sophomore
physics major.
The purpose ofthe facepainting revealed to have a deeper
meaning than just to entertain.
The face painting was meant to
represent how the physical features of a person cannot deter-

� See CARNIVAL on Page 2

WEATHER
WEDNESDAY

High
WW"'

Low

THURSDAY: Sunny | High 66°
FRIDAY: Sunny | High 61°
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Student shot during
weekend home invasion
SHOOTING From page 1
occurred and were seen again
leaving after.
Bennett shares the house
with other A&T students, however they were not present during the time of shooting.
Police whoresponded to the
call said Bennett refused to give
his name or information when
theyarrived at the scene.
According to Bennett he
was shot in his home, however
police did not find blood in the
residence.

LECTURE From page 1
directly to our generation, that's
what it would take from those
elections too."
Johnson posed the questions
to the students on the panel how
students can keep other issues
at the forefront with everything about the economy going
on. Bass gave his opinion stating that students should work
through legislation and hold
politicians to their word, not allowing them to just return every
four years.
The discussion then turned
into why the black community
believes it is okay to continue
monolithic behavior. Johnson
gave his opinion of CNN's series Black in America calling it

FOCUS

"He's good," said Brian Sutton, an A&T student and house-

mate of Bennett, Saturday afternoon. "He's in or right now,
with some type ofsurgery."
No arrests were made Saturday afternoon.
The shooting comes just
as students were beginning
to move on from the shooting
death ofDennis Hayle, who was
shot and killed outside his offcampus apartment two weeks

NABJ Presents: Chat & Chew
with TV's Alice Collier
Crosby Hall 208

Noon
Georgia Aggies

ago.

Full Body Meeting

Anyone with information
can contact Greensboro Crime
Stoppers at (336) 373-1000.

Hines Hall Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Tribute to Black History

"ridiculous",

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS • REGISTER

The program opened for student questions for the panel before it ended. Student lined up at
the microphone to ask questions
such how to start a movement
and how to create awareness of
others passions, while continuing yours.
"I want students to know
there is work that needs to be
done and know they have a role
in that," said the BET host of
The Truth, Johnson. "Students
have a responsibility to identify
what work that is."
The Legacy Lecture series at
A&T was one stop of five. The
NBCA Hall of Fame will present the panel discussion at the
University ofDistrict ofColumbia in March and Fort Valley
State University.

SEXY TIME! A&T students competed in a Condom Relay at the Aggies Against Aids Carnivalon Friday, Feburary 6,2009 in the Memorial Student Union.

show others that when you
are drunk you do not make the
best decisions," said Shunniqa
mine AIDS. You can have a Lyons, a senior physics major.
brightflower on your face, and Other events at the carnival inyou could be really sick with cluded "What's the Buzz" and
the disease at the same time.
"Style Bingo", which tested
Another event at the carnithe contestant's knowledge on
val was "Taste the Rainbow", love, sex and HIV/AIDS.
where blindfolded people tried
"The overall carnival was
very fun and educational,"
to guess the flavored lubrication. The Condom Relay game said Nicole Glover, a freshman
included contestants that were criminal justice major from
blindfolded, spun around and Charlotte, N.C.
then with the help of a partner,
Today, statistics have shown
tried to be the first to place a that 38 percent ofAIDS related
condom on a cucumber.
deaths in the U.S. have been
"The object of the game among African-Americans and
[The Condom Relay] was to ofthe more than 1 million peo-

CARNIVAL From page 1

SGA From page 1
sues that will not only impact
this year's Aggies, but make
things easier for future Aggies
as well.

"What we want to shift towards this semester is changing the policy that affects the
students," said Bass. "Looking at what things inside ofthe
university's structure are really
holding the students back from
reaching their full potential on
campus."

BESTSTROLL AdrianThomas a trombonist in theBlueand Gold Marching Machineand a memberof
the band fraternity Kappa Kappa Psi participates In the greek stroll hosted by lota Phi Theta. His team
won the contest based on theaudience applause. Delta Sigma Theta took the sorority prize.

theBLOTTER
On 2/5/09 at approximately
1948 hours UPD Officer repsonded to a traffic accident that
involved an impaired driver, he
was a nonstudent. The subject
was arrested and transported to
Guilford County Jail.The damage
to both vechicles was $7000.
Feb. 6,2009
Alcohol Violation
Pride Hall

On 2/6/09 at approximately
2340 hours three female resi-

dence suitmates were in possesion
of alcohol under 21. There were
also approximately twenty eight
other underage drinkers in the
suite. The case has been referred

to Student Affairs.

Feb. 7,2009
Drug Arrest
Mitchell Drive
On approximately 2110 hours,

a male non-resident was arrested
for possesion of marijuana during a traffic stop. The suspect
was taken to the Guilford County
Jail where he received a written
promise to appear.

Call Campus Police! (336) 334-7675

The A&T

REGISTER
Box E-25

1601 E. Market Street
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom: NCB 328A
(336) 334-7700
www.ncatregister.com

tion.

Aggies Against AIDS was
created to aid students in raising awareness of HIV/AIDS.
The organization has been
around for nearly sixyears and
the meetings are held once a
month on Thursday.
For additional information
about Aggies Against AIDS,
you can e-mail them at aggiesagainstaids@yahoo. com
and check out the Real Talk
flyers posted around campus.

SGA still unveiling new plans as
Spring semester hits full stride

by Leroy Mikell

Feb. 5,2009
DWI
Nocho Street

ple living with HIV in the U.S.
today nearly half are black.
And yet, as a racial group, African Americans represent just
12 percent ofthe U.S. popula-

Encompassed in this initiative is a project called, The
Roadmap to Progress. This is
a taskforce assembled to look
at the key issues facing the
university, then taking those
issues and grouping them in a
way that we all can understand.
It also includes what those issues are and working at the
same time to positively change
some of the wrongs that have
happened on campus Bass explained.
Another project in the making is A&T In The Community.
Considering all of the recent
media coverage surrounding
A&T, we as students know
what A&T is all about, but
those outside of the university
may not have as clear of an image. To help solve this, SGA
has assembled groups of different segments ofcampus life
and put them together to tour
differenthigh schools and middle schools across the eastern
part ofthe state. This is also an
effort to increase recruitment
for A&T.
"We're working with the
office of admissions just to
make sure that gets done and
it's not paid for by student fees
but it's paid for by the university because it is a recruitment
piece," Bass added.
Another aspect of student
achievement that SGA would
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like to look at is academic adpush for student progress, selfvisement. Orientation Counawareness and knowledge on
selors and Campus Life Mencampus
"I think that SGA and the
tors are doing what they can to
ensure that incoming freshmen University now find themare advised as far as campus selves in a great position with
life, but it is the responsibility the election of Barack Obama
ofthe advisors to keep students to change the mentality and the
on the right track such as what face of this campus. As many
classes to take and help stu- know there is an electricity in
dents' plan out their four years the air around the country, and
at A&T. Bass wants to make A&T should be ensuring that
sure everyone is doing their we, as the next professionals of
part to make sure that "when this world, can make a signifithe students come in, they have cant impact in our respective
a system of support so that fields."
that even if they stumble, they
Junior elementary educaion
don't fall."
major from Hartsville, S.C,
Three of the main issues Austin James inqured about
encountered are parking, camAggie Rehab and how it is still
pus food and dining services in effect. To questions about
and housing, explained Bass. Aggie Rehab, Bass explains
His goal is to cancel out and that rehab is a process, whicn
hopefully resolve those issues involves first assessing the pathat are often over-looked. The tient and then taking action to
idea is to make things easier heal or recover them.
for those filling SGA positions
"Aggie Pride Rehab is still
next year and make sure the definitely very much in effect.
candidates are aware of what One of the things you really
really needs to be taken care have to realize is that these poinstead offocusing on the same sitions, we're only in them for
one year and it takes a considthings every year.
erable amount oftime to actu"The next students running for the e-board positions ally start affecting change,"
this year should definitely be Bass said. "There are a lot of
in tune with what the students policy procedures in place that
need and the students' con- really kind ofhold us back. So
cerns because what we're do- if anything new this semester,
ing now is cleaning up a lot it should definitely be more so
of the messes that were made recovery."
Bass wants to remind stuand kind oflooked over in the
past," Bass said.
dents that SGA wants to hear
their concerns and he apoloAlongside senior class presWheeler,
Gerrard
Bass
is
gizes on the behalf of himself
ident,
working on a project to aid in and SGA because they may not
bringing together the older and be able to get to everyone, as
younger alumni to ensure that they would like to. However,
Aggies continue to give back even though there appears to
even after graduating while bebe a lack of SGA on campus,
ing aware of those who came they are hearing what student
before them.
have to say and working on
When asked what he would improvements.
like to see from SGA this se"Students are always free
mester, junior civil engineerto stop by the [SGA] office."
ing major of Cherry Hill, N.J., Bass said. "Our door is always
Carlyle Phillips, mentioned a open."
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Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7:30 p.m.

Health Series
"Let's Get Pretty"

Aggie Village 2 Classroom

Residence Hall
8:30 p.m.
Speed Dating
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
8 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega Week
Interest Meeting
Craig Hall
Room 0111
7:25 p.m.

NY/NJ Full Body Meeting
Marteena Hall Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Relationship Safety Tips
and Candygrams
Vanstory Hall Lobby
8 p.m.
DAi

Valetine's Day Ball
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom

7 p.m.

AFROTC Blue &
Gold Competition

Corbett Sports Center
6 p.m.

NDAY

NY/NJ E-Board Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Room 209

2 p.m.

Poetry Slam Competition
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
6 p.m.
252 Aggies
Full Body Meeting
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
7:30 p.m.

ESDAY

Verge Modeling Practice
Marteena Hall
Room 0216
9 p.m.

THE A&T REGISTER is published every Wednesday
during the fall and spring semesters by students at
North Carolina A&T State University. One copy is
available free of charge to all readers. Additional
copies may be picked up at the Register's newsroom
(subject to availability). All subscription requests
should be directed to the Business department.
THE A&T REGISTER has a weekly circulation of
5,000 copies on-campus and in the community and is
a member ofThe Associated Press, TheAssociated
Collegiate Press and the Black College Wire.
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Campus RA goes beyond chocolate Former Bennett President to lead
for resident's Valentine's Day gift Smithsonian's African Art museum
BRITTANY HANEY

Staff Photographer
Instead of giving residents
the usual Valentine's Day candies, Resident Assistant (R.A.)
Darrick Pettiford surprised them
with plastic sex.
With Valentine's Day around
the corner, hormones are raging
with excitement as people look
forward the weekend of love. It
is clear that one thing will most
likely on a lot ofpeople's to-do
list this Saturday.
Darrick Pettiford, an English
major and R.A. in Aggie Suites
E, recognized that love is in
the air, and sex may be on the
brain of many of his residents.
He wanted to find an innovative approach to educate them
about the consequences of sex,
namely contracting Sexually
Transmitted Diseases (STD's)
or having unplanned pregnancies. He came up with a strategy
to capture everyone's attention
who walked down his hall.
With his idea in mind, Pettiford
headed to Sebastian Health Center and talked to nurses about
his plans to bring awareness of
the negative effects of sex to all
his residents. Excited about his
plan, nurses gave him a variety
of tools he needed to get his
message across.
Pettiford created a display
that would give new meaning to
the term "sex education".

He designed a bulletin board

presentation out of 200 hundred
condoms and eight informational brochures.
The red and white Lifestyles
served as a border around the
giant condom heart and arrow in
the middle ofthe arrangement.
Around the heart are brochures
used to educate students on different STDs and HIV, avoiding
pregnancy and the proper way
to put on a condom. The colors
of the condom wrappers correlated with the Valentine's Day
color scheme.
Pettiford says that his idea
stemmed from the University's

thing bizarre that no one has
ever done before, that has a large
impact on people," he added. "A
lot of people have been taking
pictures of the board and my
residents really like this idea."
Residents took full advantage of Pettiford's gift to them.
Two days after the board was
displayed, all the condoms were
gone.

"I think the idea was creative, " said freshman information technology major Kenny
Robinson. " As you can see it
had a good message because
everybody took all the condoms
off the wall."
"This is exactly what I wantweekly newspaper.
"It all started after I read ed to happen," said Pettiford.
about the HIV and Chlamydia "Some ofthe residents were upoutbreak on campus in the A&T set because people were taking
Register," said Pettiford. "I fig- the condoms from the display,
ured that as an RA, I can give but I told them that they were
for them. People appreciated
this message directly to my residents. I also wanted to present it the artistic style of the board,
in a way that they could see as but I wanted people to feel free
to take the condoms."
they walk through the hall."
"It was different and very
Though residents liked the
creative," says Olinka Little, wall-of-rubbers, they only had
freshman sociology major. "I've one complaint. "Some of the
never seen anything like that be- residents were joking about the
fore. I didn'tread the board, but condoms being too small," said
Pettiford. "They wanted to see
I think thatDarrick got his message across."
some bigger-sized condoms to
choose from."
In order to convey his mesWhatever students' responssage in such a way to entice his
residents, Pettiford knew his es were whenthey looked at the
condom-made heart, Pettiford's
plan had to be edgy.
"I was inspired by the smok- message was clear: make love,
ing commercials to do some- not babies.

GOT NEWS FOR US?
news@ncatregister.com or (336) 334-7700

ASSOCIATED PRESS

tute at Ben-

nett College

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
former college president and
anthropology professor has
been named director of the
Smithsonian's National Mu-

for

seum ofAfrican Art.

Johnnetta Cole will take
over the Washington museum
March 2. She currently heads
the Johnnetta B. Cole Global
Diversity and Inclusion Insti-

Women

in Greensboro, N.C.
She served as
the school's
president
from 2002 to

Cole

2007.

In announcing the appointment Monday, Smithsonian
Secretary Wayne Clough says

Cole can help expand the African art museum's reach. Sharon Patton resigned as the museum's director in January.
Cole was president of
Spelman College in Atlanta for
a decade until 1997 where she
completed a $113 million capital campaign.
Cole recently
advised
Smithsonian planners for the
National Museum of African
American History and Culture.

Documentary examines
deadly desegregation protest
crime connected to the massa52 weeks a year," Floyd said.
cre. Law enforcement officers "They support me year in and
were tried but acquitted.
year out. I need no other busiCOLUMBIA, S.C. — A
Attempts to reach Sellers ness."
Jackie Epps, S.C. State's
documentary chronicling the for comment on the film were
events ofthe Orangeburg Masunsuccessful. S.C. State offi- interim vice president for instisacre will be shown for the first cials said he has agreed to at- tutional advancement, remembers the massacre well.
time Sunday at South Carolina tend Sunday's premiere.
Some, including the filmState University, where a 1968
He was a junior in 1968 and
was among those gathered for
desegregation protest led to makers and many educators,
the protest.
a bloody tragedy with three are sure the Orangeburg Mas"I was right up front."
young people dead and many sacre isn't well known in South
But as it became colder,
Carolina, and it is almost comothers injured.
The 57-minute film, which pletely unknown outside the Epps returned to his dorm to
took 10 years and $340,000 to state something filmmakers get a jacket.
"I couldn't have been gone
make, includes archival foot- Bestor Cram and Judy Richmore than 10 minutes," he
age and interviews ofkey figardson are seeking to change.
"One ofthe things we want said.
ures like then-South Carolina
He was not prepared for
Gov. Robert McNair and civil to see through this is reconcilirights activist and Voorhees ation," Richardson said. "You what he saw when he returned.
have reconciliation t "It was a combat zone. It
College President Cleveland cannot
Sellers.
was horrifying
until you get to what
?
pened."
moaning. I think it's fortunate
S.C. State officials persuaded the filmmakers to allow the
It remains unclear precisely only three students died. There
documentary called "Scarred what happened when black were students laying out all
Justice" to be shown first on students gathered to protest around. I spent a year in comits campus
a bowling alley whose white bat in Vietnam, and I never saw
owner, Harry Floyd, would not anything like that. It was hor"We viewed the documentary yesterday," S.C. State allow African-Americans to rific."
Epps, who previewed the
President George Cooper said bowl there.
not
answer
with other S.C. State offilm
The
does
powerful.
film
Wednesday. "It's
We're looking forward to the a central question ofthe trag- ficials, said itimpressed him as
community coming and seeing edy
origin ofthe first shot an accurate reflection of what
it."
fired but it does offer distinct took place.
"It's very credible," he said.
The film is free and open to voices that take viewers back
Unlike the shootings at Kent
the public.
to one, of the most turbulent
State University in Ohio in
years in American history.
A religious, non-denomi1970 which produced a Pulitnational service will be held
There is Bill Barley, a phozer
Prize-winning photograph
McNair,
Claflin
for
describUniversity's
at nearby
tographer
chapel at 7 a.m., with the film ing Orangeburg in the late of an anguished girl-kneeling
next to a dead student
the
being shown at S.C. State's 1960s.
Martin Luther King Jr. Audito"It was a Jim Crow town, Orangeburg Massacre never
rium at 3 p.m.
just like so many others in the captured the full attention of
the country.
The film will be followed South," Barley said.
The massacre took place
There is Robert "Red" Daby a tree planting ceremony at
a spot on S.C. State's campus vis, a sophomore at S.C. State Feb. 8, 1968, just as the Tet Ofwhere those who died are honin 1968, describing life for fensive was exploding in Vietnam.
ored.
African-Americans in OrangeMartin Luther King Jr. was
Sellers, wounded when law burg at that time.
assassinated on April 4, and
enforcement fired on protest"We couldn't hardly go noers who had gathered on S.C. where," he said. "Police gonna Robert Kennedy was killed
State's campus in Orangeburg, mess with you. Then, you had two months later.
But one of "Scarred Juswas interviewed for the docupeople coming by, hollering
mentary. So was McNair, who, all kinds of things. It was just tice's" makers, Bestor Cram,
before he died in 2007, said he real tough down here for black said the obscurity of the Orangeburg Massacre is itself a
accepted "responsibility" for people, especially students."
tragedy.
the massacre but did not apoloAnd there is Floyd, explain"When a tragedy and an ingize for it.
ing in archival footage why
McNair
blamed
allow
Africantakes place and it disapjustice
he would not
In 1968,
outside black power agitators Americans into his establish- pears, two tragedies and two
ment.
injustices take place."
for the tragedy.
"Because I have my own
Sellers was the only person
tried, convicted and jailed for a customers that patronize me

WAYNE WASHINGTON

McClatchy Newspapers
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Feds add charge in UNC Student
Body President's slaying
ASSOCIATED PRESS

—

GREENSBORO (AP)
A
man accused in the slaying of

University ofNorth Carolina at
Chapel Hill student body president Eve Carson now faces a
federal kidnapping charge.
The man, 22-year-old Demario Atwater, already had
been indicted by afederal grand
jury on one count ofcarjacking
resulting in death, and carry-

Atwater and 18-year-old
ing and using firearms Laurence Lovette face state
during and murder charges in the March
in relation to 5 death of 22-year-old Eve
carjacking. Carson ofAthens, Ga. She had
Both charges been shot five times, including
once with a 12-gauge shotgun.
carry a potential death
Lovette will not face the
sentence.
death
penalty in her death beCarson
A super- cause he was under 18 when
Carson was killed.
seding indictment filed on Jan. 30 included
the new charge.
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GM cuts 10,000 salaried jobs;
trims employees'salaries

Senate wants $300 trillion in credit market
DAVID ESPO

Associated Press

—

Taken together, the events
marked at least a political watershed if not an economic
turning point — the day the
three-week old administration
and its congressional allies assumed full control of the struggle against the worst economic
crisis since the Great Depres-

WASHINGTON (AP) On a single
day filled with staggering sums,
the Obama administration,
Federal Reserve and Senate attacked the deepening economic
crisis Tuesday with actions that
could throw as much as $3 tril- sion
The vote was 61-37 in the
lion more in government and
Senate
to pass the stimulus,
funds
the
into
private
fight
against frozen credit markets with moderate Republican
Sens. Susan Collins and Olymand rising joblessness.
pia Snowe of Maine and Arlen
"It's gone deep. It's gotSpecter of Pennsylvania jointen worse," President Barack
Obama said of the recession at ing Democrats in support.
Even before the vote, Majority
a campaign-style appearance in
Leader Harry Reid and House
Ft. Myers, Fla., where unemployment has reached double Speaker Nancy Pelosi met with
digits. "The situation we face Obama at the. White House to
go over the task ahead.
could not be more serious."
The Democratic leaders have
If any more emphasis were
needed, Wall Street investors long pledged to have legislasent stocks plunging, objecting tion on Obama's desk by midthat new rescue details from the month, and Reid told reporters
government were too sparse he hopes for at least a first cut
despite the huge numbers. The at a deal within 24 hours. "We
Dow Jones industrials dropped need to get this done as fast as
we can," he declared.
382 points.
The political urgency bumped
The president spoke shortly
after Senate passage of an $838 up against other obstacles,
billion emergency economic though.
The House measure includes
stimulus bill cleared the way
for talks with the House on a fi- roughly $70 billion more
nal compromise. In a display of spending than the Senate's,
urgency, White House chief of but it lacks Senate-approved
staff Rahm Emanuel traveled tax breaks totaling more than
$100 billion for new car buyto the Capitol in mid-afternoon
for meetings with Democratic ers, home purchasers and upper
leaders as well as moderate middle income families.
senators whose views — and
In a further obstacle, Collins
votes — will be key to any and other Senate moderates —
in both parties — signaled they
compromise
will work to hold the cost ofthe
Separately, Treasury Secrefinal
bill below $800 billion.
Geithner
tary Timothy
outlined
That's less than the $820
plans for spending much ofthe
$350 billion in financial bail- billion in spending and tax
out money recently cleared by cuts combined in the bill that
cleared the House as well as
Congress, and the Federal Rethe $838 billion legislation the
serve announced it would commit up to $1 trillion to make Senate wrote.
loans more widely available to
Additionally, Obama has
campaigned particularly ener-

consumers

getically to include funds for
school construction in the bill.
At the insistence of Collins, the
Senate measure omitted money
for that purpose, and it wasn't
clear whether she had eased
her position on the presidential

and families," Geithner said at
a news conference.

ministration and Democrats.
Future spending bills on do-

bailout funds.

He pledged to "fundamentally reshape" the financial industry bailout that began last
fall under the Bush administration, and he announced that
at least $50 billion would be
priority.
Whatever the cost of the final spent helping homeowners facbill, it will add to the deficit, ing foreclosure. He also said
and that created another little- new steps would hold banks
mentioned dilemma for the adaccountable for their use of
One element of the adminmestic programs or tax cuts istration's approach calls for
will probably have a far more using as much as $100 billion
difficult time gaining the sup- in federal bailout funds to give
port necessary to pass without banks, hedge funds or other
offsetting spending cuts or tax investors the incentive to purincreases that would hold the chase so-called toxic assets
deficit level.
carried on the books of other
Obama has campaigned ener- financial institutions.
The goal is to return struggetically in recent days for passage of the stimulus bill, at the gling banks to health so they
White House, on visits to other can resume making loans, and
federal agencies, in his trip to an administration fact sheet
said the amount of government
Florida and a similar appearance Monday in a high-unemand private funds combined
ployment area of Indiana.
will be "on an initial scale of
Reid depicted a president up to $500 billion, with the potential to expand up to $1 trildeeply involved in the compromise effort as well. He said lion."
Obama had "certain set ideas
Separately, the Federal Reas to what he thinks should be serve announced it would comdone," but declined to elabomit up to $ 1 trillion to purchase
rate.
bonds orother assets backed by
The president set the context consumer loans.
for the unfolding events MonThe Treasury will guarantee
a portion ofthe Fed investment
day night at his first presidential news conference, when he by putting up $100 billion, an
said, "With the private sector increase from a $20 billion
so weakened by this recescommitment that Bush adminsion, the federal government istration had announced.
The goal of this program is to
is the only entity left with the
resources to jolt our economy make it easier for consumers
back into life."
to buy cars or obtain student
Geithner outlined some of the loans, small business loans or
details, although he and aides other types of credit that have
left numerous questions unandried up in recent months.
swered.
Additionally, the administra"We have to both jump-start tion announced numerous steps
jobcreation and private investdesigned to ease public anger at
ment, and we must get credit the Bush administration's hanflowing again to businesses dling ofthe bailout program.

BREE FOWLER

Associated Press

—

NEW YORK (AP)
General Motors Corp. is planning to slash
another 10,000 salaried jobs
this year, saying the cuts are
unavoidable with a government
restructuring deadline looming
and industrywide sales in one of
the worst downturns in history.

The Detroit-based automaker
said Tuesday it will reduce its
total number of white-collar
workersby 14percent to 63,000.
About 3,400, or 12 percent, of
GM's 29,500 salaried U.S. jobs
will be eliminated.
Most of the company's re-

maining salaried employees
will have their wages cut.
In its plan to Congress submitted late last year, GM said
it would have to reduce both
salaried and hourly positions so
that the company could become
viable long-term. The company
plans to reduce its total U.S.
work force from 96,537 people
in 2008 to between 65,000 and
75,000 in 2012, but did not
specify how many of the surviving jobs will be salaried or
hourly.
GM Chief Executive Rick
Wagoner, who was meeting
with congressional leaders in
Washington about global warming legislation, said Tuesday's
announcement is "indicative of
the kind ofthings we need to do
to get this viability plan in shape
and respond to these tough market conditions."
GM has dramatically downsized both its salaried and hourly work forces in recent years as
the U.S. auto market has shrunk
from an annual sales rate of
around 16 million vehicles to
13.2 million last year.

Since 2000, GM's salaried
work force has shrunk by 33
percent from its 2000 high of
44,000 people.
At the same time, the number
of hourly workers has plunged
by more than half — to about
63,700 people at the end of last
year from 133,000 in 2000.
Most of the cuts announced
Tuesday are expected to take
place by May 1.
GM said the cuts will vary by
global regions depending on
staffing levels and market con-

ditions.
The company's statement
said there would be no buyout
or early retirement packages
as GM had offered in the past,
but laid-off employees will get
severance pay, benefit contributions and otherassistance.
GM spokesman Tom Wilkinson would not say exactly

where the U.S. cuts would come
from, but he said the automaker
will continue to staff areas such
as electric vehicle development
that it expects to be important
going forward.
"The goal is to put our people
in the areas that are critical to
our future success," Wilkinson said.Ed Peper, GM's North
American vice president for
Chevrolet, said specifically the
cuts will not affect development
of the Chevrolet Volt recharge-

able electric car.

Peper spoke at an event Tuesday announcing several efficiency steps for the Volt.
GM also said it will cut the
pay of most of its salaried U.S.
workers effective May 1.
The wages of U.S. executive
employees willbe cut by 10 percent, while other salaried workers will see cuts of 3 percent to
7 percent, GM said.

Live Nation, Ticketmaster begin defending
Tuesday's merger against anittrust concerns
RYAN NAKASHIMA
Associated Press

—

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Concert
promoter Live Nation Inc. and

ticketing giant Ticketmaster Entertainment Inc. confirmed their
merger plans Tuesday and got
right to work addressing antitrust concerns that have taken
center stage

Ticketmaster Chairman Barry
Diller, to be chairman of the
new company
which would

—

be called Live Nation Entertainment — sought to dispel the notion that the deal would lead to
higher ticket prices.
"Ticketmaster does not set
prices. Live Nation does not
set ticket prices. Artists set the
prices," he said, without mentioning the ticket surcharges
Ticketmaster relies on for much
of its revenue.
Under the deal announced
Tuesday, each Ticketmaster
share would be replaced by

1.384 shares of Live Nation

stock. Ticketmaster shareholders would own 50.01 percent of
the new company, while Live

Nation shareholders would
have 49.99 percent. Live Nation
Chief Executive Michael Rapino would be the new company's
CEO.
The companies estimated the

value of the combined business
at $2.5 billion and said the deal
would help them save about $40
million annually. If it gets approval by antitrust authorities,
the companies hope to complete
the merger in the second half of
the year.
Live Nation and Ticketmaster
argue that together they could
better withstand the recession,
sell more tickets and improve
service to fans by bringing together their expertise in promotions and ticketing. The
companies also plan to remind
regulators that other competitors are looking to expand in
ticketing,
including Major
League Baseball's Tickets.com
subsidiary.
However, the merger comes
just as Ticketmaster is under fire
for recently redirecting people
buying Bruce Springsteen tickets from its regular Web site to
its reselling subsidiary, TicketsNow. That site had more expensive seats above face value,

even though face-value tickets
were still available. New Jersey's attorney general launched
an investigation, and a classaction lawsuit in Ontario claims
Ticketmaster made a similar upselling move in November for a
Smashing Pumpkins concert.
Diller blamed the Springsteen
incident on a "technical glitch"

by a credit card company, and
said the Canadian lawsuit was

"without merit."
"They are just chasing cars
down the road," he said.
Ticketmaster had already
apologized for the Springsteen

episode and said Tuesday it had
taken steps to prevent a repeat.
But the fallout remains. Springsteen recently posted a statement on his Web site saying
the Ticketmaster-Live Nation
merger could end up "returning
us to a near-monopoly situation
in music ticketing."

And Sen. Charles Schumer,
D-N.Y., released a statement
Tuesday opposing the merger,
calling the Springsteen ticketing debacle a "bait-and-switch"
scam.
"It is very hard to trust Ticketmaster," said the senator, a
member of the Judiciary Committee. "This merger would give
a giant, new entity unrivaled
power over concertgoers and
the prices they pay to see their
favorite artists and bands."
Diller said Schumer's com-

scramble for ticketing deals,
Now, Diller said, the tough
economy has increased the urgency to merge the companies.
"I have been trying and mostly
consistently failing to put these
companies together for many
years now," he said. "Now is the

time to do this."
After the Grammy Awards
ended Sunday, Neil Portnow,
president of the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, took a balanced view of

Is Accepting Applicants for Fall 2009
and
Will Present an Open House

the deal.
"I think it's not a black and

white issue," he said. "Music's
had a tough time obviously.
So to the extent that there can
be some efficiencies and you
can run a better business, that's
something that we have to look
at as something pragmatic. On
the other hand, the question
becomes, 'Does this create too
much authority and power and
control under one roof?'"
Irving Azoff, Ticketmaster's
CEO, who would be executive
chairman of the new company,
told analysts on a conference
call that other artist promoters
would be given a fair shake.
"The goal of this company is
going to be to get more artists
to work and fill more venues
and fill more seats," said Azoff,
the longtime manager of the

For the
Master of Science in Management (MSM)
With Major Programs in:
Human Resources Management
Management Information Systems
Transportation and Supply Chain Management
Master of Arts in Teaching Business Education (MAT)
Graduate Certificate in Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Eagles.
Live Nation and Ticketmaster

also hope to concentrate more
efforts on the secondary tickAnalysts believe the merger eting market, which got Tickcould lower some ticket prices etmaster into trouble, but for
because the two companies which premiums for the best
could present a united front to seats can reach thousands of
artists when negotiating busidollars. Rapino said the merger
ness deals surrounding tours. "would help restore to artists
The companies are also seeking some of the secondary ticketing
to fill more seats in venues that revenues currently being lost to
are going empty.
other people."
Ticketmaster sells tickets for
Jim Holzman, founder of remore than 80 percent ofthe masale site AceTicket.com, took
jor arenas and stadiums in the that as a shot across the bow.
U.S., according to concert track"For years, both of those entiing firm Pollstar. Until recently ties said the secondary market
it also sold tickets for Live Nawas no good.
tion, which is the world's No.
They realized how much it's
1 concert promoter and owns growing and they've decided
more than 140 venues. Live Nato get into it," Holzman said.
tion has comprehensive rights "If their goal is to put me out
deals covering the tours of such of business it's going to be a
artists as Madonna, Jay-Z, U2 battle."
ments

North Carolina A&T State University
School ofBusiness and Economics

were "factually untrue."

...

and Shakira.
In January, Live Nation
launched its own ticketing ser-

vice. That brought it and Ticketmaster closer to an all-out

Live Nation shares fell 47
cents, or 8.9 percent, to close at
$4.82 on Tuesday, while Ticketmaster shares dipped 42 cents,
or 6.4 percent, to $6.15.
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Obama says Senate passing stimulus bill 'good news'
JENNIFER LOVEN
Associated Press

—

FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP)
Pressuring Congress by the day,
President Barack Obama on
Tuesday hailedthe news that the
Senate had passed its economic
stimulus bill but cautioned that
tough negotiations on a final

of days, but it's a good start."
Obama's latest sales pitch
for an economic stimulus
package came on a day of
major developments. Beyond
the movements on Capitol Hill,
Treasury

Secretary

Timothy

Geithner announced a sweeping
plan to rescue the nation's
banking sector — an ongoing
bailout that also relies on the
deal remain.
He said hurting Americans wallets of taxpayers.
The new president went
need action, and they need it
so
far as to tie the fate of an
now
The president interrupted his economy recovery to his own
own town-hall eventto announce political future.
"I expect to be judged by
the Senate's move, prompting
he said. "You know,
results,"
people in the audience to jump
not
going to make any
I'm
to their feet in joy.
"That's good news," Obama excuses. If stuff hasn't worked
said. "And I want to thank all and people don't feel like I've
the members of the Senate who led the country in the right
moved the process forward. direction, then you'll have a
We've still got to get the House new president."
The Senate, with support
bill and the Senate bill to match
just three Republicans,
from
up before it gets sent to my
desk, so we've got a little more passed an $838 billion stimulus
work to do over the next couple bill, and now House and Senate
negotiators will have to work out

the final details. More than just

process, those talks pose great
uncertainty because lawmakers
from both chambers are holding
tight over key differences.
The Senate's vote came

right in the middle of Obama's
town-hall event in Fort Myers,
a Florida community reeling
from home foreclosures and job
losses

Obama joked that senators
advanced their plan because
they knew he was coming to
Florida. He said: "They didn't
want folks in Fort Myers to be
mad."
Fresh off a prime-time news

conference, Obama lobbied
Congress hard in a comfortable
out-of-town setting.
He declared that Americans
are out of patience with
as
Washington
gridlock
lawmakers
over
dicker
legislative details. But one
senator, Pennsylvania's Arlen
Specter, a Republican, accused
colleagues of moving too fast

on the bill
Said Obama: "We've had a
good debate. That's part of what
democracy is all about. But the
time for talking is over. Folks
here in Fort Myers and across
America need help, they need
action, and they need it now."
He also announced that he
will unveil an "overall housing
strategy" in the weeks ahead,
but he's already looking at
ways to help homeowners avoid

foreclosure. Obama told the
audience that there needs to be a
system in whichbanks recognize
that it's in their best interest not
to foreclose on homes.
Obama called for Democrats
and Republicans to work
together as he appeared at a
town hall forum, his second in
as many days.
"This is not about partisan

politics," Republican Gov.
Charlie Crist said in introducing
the Democratic president. "This
is about rising above that."
Trying to strike the same

tone, Obama thanked Crist,
saying: "When the town is
burning, you don't check party
labels. Everybody needs to grab
a hose."

"We just wanted to shine
spotlight on how severe
this downturn is all across
the country, and to make sure
that members of Congress
understand the sense of urgency
a

Still, buoyed by his own
popularity and the nation's that I feel in getting something
desire for help, Obama clearly done," Obama said in explaining
used the stage to put pressure on his travels to reporters aboard
Air Force One.
Republican lawmakers.
Obama will travel the
Obama's overtmessage is that
the pain being felt in American country to talk about the new
homes demands Washington's bailout plan, just as he has with
the stimulus, White House press
quick and bold attention.
But his more subtle message, secretary Robert Gibbs said.
Nearly 12,000 jobs havebeen
delivered through his choice
of hard-hit but GOP-leaning lost in the past year in the Fort
locales and in the kind of Myers area, and Florida overall
sarcastic barbs he lobbed at lost 255,000 jobs last year.
Republicans in his prime-time The Cape Coral-Fort Myers
news conference, was a nakedly area also had the highest home
political one: Republicans may foreclosure rate in the nation
well pay in voting booths for last year.
The White House, eager
ignoring the president's call to
to put a real-people and realpass the stimulus.
En route to Florida, Obama communities face on the
said "The American people president's argument for action,
don't need to be convinced" e-mailed statistics" Tuesday to
key reporters before dawn.
about the need for action.

Holocaust-denying bishop ousted by Argentine seminary after uproar
DEBORAREY
Associated Press

—

even as a new report quoted
Williamson as having declared
in a 1989speech that"Jews made
up the Holocaust, Protestants
get their orders from the devil
and the Vatican has sold its soul

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AP)
The traditionalist bishop whose
rehabilitation by the Vatican
sparked outrage because of to liberalism."
Williamson's views about
his denials of the Holocaust
has been removed as the head the Holocaust created an uproar
of an Argentine seminary, his last month when Pope Benedict
XVI lifted his excommunication
superiors said Monday.
The
Hltraconservative and that of three other bishops
the late
Society of St. Pius X, which consecrated by
Marcel
Lefebvre.
Archbishop
is trying to reconcile with
the
founded
Lefebvre
the Vatican, announced it
of
St
Pius
1969
Society
X
in
in
had dismissed British Bishop
Richard Williamson as director opposition to the liberalizing
of the La Reja seminary and reforms of the Second Vatican
council, particularly its outreach
distanced itselffrom his views.
The development came to Jews.

In an interview broadcast Jan. Our brotherhood does not suspended a planned regular Agency in Buenos Aires
"We have tocontinue working
21, Williamson told Swedish claim any authority over other meeting in March to discuss
education and justice to
were
Catholic
and
Jewish
for
religious
state TV that no Jews
questions."
that these forces do not
ensure
teachings.
Holocaust
also
questioned
the
and
Williamson
gassed during
But last week, the Vatican triumph."
only 200,000 to 300,00 were the Holocaust while serving
In Nuremberg, Germany,
as rector of the St. Thomas demanded Williamson recant
killed, not 6 million.
"The
statements
from Aquinas Seminary in Winona, before he can be admitted as a meanwhile, a court said Monday
Monsignor Williamson do not Minnesota, between 1988 and bishop in the Roman Catholic it has rejected an attempt by
Williamson to block Internet
in any way reflect the position 2003, the Winona Daily News Church.
Rabbi David Rosen, a transmission of the Swedish TV
of our congregation," the Rev. reported Sunday.
"There was not one Jewkilled longtime participant in Vatican- interview.
Christian Bouchacourt, South
The court said it found no
American superior for the in the gas chambers. It was all Jewish dialogue, said Monday
Society of St. Pius X in Buenos lies, lies, lies," Williamson said that thanks to the new Vatican grounds for limiting distribution
Aires, said in a statement in the 1989 speech at Notre- demand, the meeting would of the interview that took place
e-mailed to The Associated Dame-de-Lourdes church in probably take place at the end in Germany, saying the bishop
would have had to make clear
Sherbrooke, Canada, according of March.
Press
to
the station beforehand any
to
The
Vatican
statement
newspaper.
cannot
the
"A Catholic bishop
In the same speech, the paper requiring Williamson to recant limitations on its distribution.
with
ecclesiastical
speak
The German weekly Der
authority except on matters said Williamson asserted that "provided exactly what we had
Saturday
concerning faith and morality. "the Jews created the Holocaust been calling for," Rosen said in Spiegel reported
so we would prostrate ourselves an e-mail. "Had it been issued that Williamson did not plan
on our knees before them and
10 days earlier, we could have to immediately comply with
approve of their new State of avoided much distress and the Vatican's demand that he
Israel."
damage, above all for the image recant and that he had rejected
a suggestion he might visit the
The Daily News reported that ofthe Holy See itself."
the bishop also wrote letters in
A prominent Argentine rabbi, former Auschwitz death camp.
Williamson said he would
2001 and 2002 blaming "Judeo- Daniel Goldman, on Monday
Williamson's correct himself if he was
Masonry" for the two world welcomed
wars and claiming that Jews dismissal from the seminary satisfied by the evidence, but
were bent on world domination. near Buenos Aires, saying insisted that examining it would
statements take time, Der Spiegel said.
bishop's
It did not say to whom the letters the
were sent.
that
there
are still
Several efforts by the AP
"demonstrate
After the pope lifted people in the world today who to reach Williamson at his
are instilled with Nazism," home in La Reja have been
Williamson's excommunicaaccording to the Jewish News unsuccessful.
tion, Israel's chief rabbinate

Wal-Mart cutting 700-800 jobsat headquarters
CHUCKBARTELS
AssociatedPress

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)

—

Wal-

700
Mart Stores Inc. will
to 800 jobs at its northwestern
Arkansas headquarters as it
builds fewer new stores this year
and makes other operational
changes, the world's largest
retailer announced Tuesday.
The cuts are in Wal-Mart's
real estate, apparel and health
and
wellness
departments,
spokesman David Tovar said.
Wal-Mart would not say how
many jobs will be cut in each
cut

segment.
Tovar said employees will
be told of the cuts in the next
couple of weeks and there was
no immediate plan to make
other positions within Wal-Mart
available to them.
But he said the company

also plans to add jobs at its New
York apparel office and expects
"to add thousands of jobs" at
Wal-Mart stores and Sam's
Club warehouses this year — a
figure that includes hires at new

site a new store, to build a new
store," Tovar said.
But since Wal-Mart is
expanding its program to
renovate and expand stowres,
it will hire more workers in that
area, he said.
Tovar said Wal-Mart added
33,800 jobs last year from new
stores. "We expect growth in
the tens of thousands this year
as well," he said.
Worldwide, it has more than
2 million employees, and 14,000
work at the headquarters.
The company is moving
positions iri its apparel buying
and planning group from
Bentonville to New York.
"New York City is the fashion
hub and we needed to have more
people located there," Tovar
said.
In health, Wal-Mart is
consolidating three areas into
one. Pharmacy, optical and
in-store health clinics have
operated as separate units.
Combining them will result in
job cuts.

Last year, Wal-Mart opened
166 new stores, but this year
that number will be between
125 and 140 — leading to the

Workers whose jobs are cut
would be paid for 60 additional
days and will receive health
coverage for that time, he said.
Those eligible will be given
severance pay, based on their

"Obviously, we don't need as
many people to do the work to

He said the company
would waive its policy of not

stores.

cuts in the real estate unit.

tenure

letting employees immediately
take jobs with vendors, and
outplacement services would be
available.

Wal-Mart shares fell $1.61,

or 3.3 percent, to $47.67 in an
overall lower market Tuesday.

In July 2001, the company
laid off 100 workers at its
headquarters and kept 300

position unfilled, which WalMart attributed to economic
conditions after a review of its
home office operations. Last
year the company cut some
positions in the apparel office.
In

recent

weeks,

major

retailers and manufacturers
including Macy's Inc., Bon-Ton
Inc. and Liz Claiborne Inc. have

announced massive job cuts
and other cost-cutting measures
as they aim to preserve cash in
the wake of an unprecedented
pullback in consumer spending.
Wal-Mart was one of only
a handful of merchants that
reported a sales gain in January,
while most others suffered deep
declines.

The overall industry sales
decline marked the fourth
consecutive sales drop since
October. Sam's Club rival
Costco Wholesale Corp. has said
its profit for the quarter ending
in February will "substantially"
miss Wall Street estimates due
to poor sales and margins.
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Why Valentine's Day Sucks Valentine's Day is what you make it
This holiday lacks
Apparently we are
creativity, reason and
supposed to bend over
backwards and make
spontaneity. The season of blatant and unextra wide smiles and,
of course, spend frivoadulterated re-gifting
lously. She may need
is upon us fellow gentlemen. Men buy the
fresh flowers, a Hallsame type of card (it
mark card and overpriced chocolate that
may say something dif- LEROY
ferent), with the same
will go on sale as soon
as daybreaks. If this
message, from the same MIKELL
makes sense to you
store, for the same lady,
who will express her happiness then you are probably a woman
for his actions in the same way or a businessman with Valenshe may have the night before. tines Day profits on your mind.
What exactly are these
Why not just recycle the same
card from last year and add to it women doing to make sure you
or buy the build-a-bear a differenjoy this man-made holiday?
ent outfit? The guy is basically The truth is, she is probably not
buying used merchandise with a going to pay for dinner, let you
new price tag.
pick the movie or wear heels to
This yearly love-fest allows bed because then what would
for your significant other to ask she do for your birthday?
for more than usual, even if the
There is a rule men know to
credit card bills from Christmas follow ifthey want to be deemed
are still showing up in the mailsuccessful in a relationship. The
box every month. Women may rule is simple and includes two
not know anything about this equally important steps- it states
part ofthe holiday because it is never start something you can't
not socially acceptable to comfinish and secondly, make sure
plain about overspending on the to always outdo your previous
attempts. If women followed
lady friend.

this one rule they would hate
Valentines Day too!
Just imagine ifwomen had to
give thoughtful and increasingly
valuable gifts. Instead, it is the
men going through a whole lot
of extra for the same ol' thing in
return.

Lets think about it, men
across the globe are trying to
re-invent themselves and outdo
previous successes. Women
meanwhile are sitting back prepared to borrow the charge card
so they can buy a new teddy
from the mall and you had better not expect anymore or you
won't even get to enjoy that.
Yes gentlemen Valentine's
Day may not be fair or even fun
but if you want to stay relevant
in the relationship game it must
be suffered. If it is love you are
dealing with, please don't argue
these logical and responsible
points.
You would do better to keep
up the futile fight until you get
her to marry you then slack off
and stop because she can't divorce you over poor Valentine's
Day effort.

When is volunteering really volunteering?
I've recently been
informed that there's
an email being sent to
students from the University in regards to a
50-hour volunteer man-

est groups.
Secondly,
one
doesn't force people
to do work then call it
volunteering.
This is a University,
date.
with numerous people
Now, I m all for volwith higher education
unteer work but quite
degrees, and not one
CHRIS
person stood up and
frankly, how do you
JESSANY
force some one to volnoticed that the prounteer? It's like putting
gram is misleading.
horns on a chicken and calling it There are time sheets, like your
a bull. Dictionary.com defines working a 9 to 5!
volunteer as "a person whose
Perhaps the term is used to
aiilSons are not founded on any associate with the begrudging
willingness to work at one site
legal obligation so to act."
manover another on that list, but it's
but
sorry,
anything
I'm
dated is not voluntary. They still plain ridiculous.
What should be done is holdneed to abolish this thing all together and ASAP.
ing programs, sending flyers,
True, many of us have not and setting up events (perhaps
lifted a finger in our lives to do in the Holland Bowl) that emselfless and willing work. That phasize the importance of volis a disparity that does need to unteering and try to instill that
be fixed.

value in the students.

How about that for building
The University tried, I'll give
a community?
them that, but as far as I'm conAnd thirdly, if you explore
cerned, they failed greatly. The
only thing that's right is their any route to increase the numintent; everything else is just ber of volunteers out there today, do not create a list that may
wrong,
don't
exclude
quite a lot of deserving
First and foremost, you
assign a list ofapproved sitesby people.
What about the other legitiwhich to perform your forced
mate places, companies, etc that
voluntary work.
That sounds more like tunneed help? Do they not make
neling to specific special inter- enough money? And the ques-

tion remains as to what interests
are recipients of such "volunteer" work.
Are they big name causes?
Are any of they minority
owned? I want answers and so
should you.
Like I said, I commend the
University and the University
Studies department for being
aware of the importance of volunteering, but they need a little
more work to do before they get
itright.
At the end ofthe day, yes, we
do need more people volunteering.

Statistics show that people
aged 16-24 take up 22 percent
of the "Volunteer Population"
and that African-Americans are
only 19 percent. We're always
talking about making the community better but only a little
less than 1 out of 5 ofus are doing anything. I say stand up.
Stand up for your right to
choose where you want to volunteer.

Stand up for your right as a
paying student to come together
and veto any other mandates
that you disagree with.
Stand up for yourself, because nobody is going to do it
for you.

A celebration on February
14th for love was something
I use to laugh at. It seemed
to me that Valentine's Day
wasn't celebrated until you
received something that symbolized your superficial vision of love, (thanks Mariah
Carey). Perusing through different stores seeing red and
pink aisles, specialized heart
cake pans, or cookie cutter
hearts used to make me sick.
I also thought it was pathetic
for people to seek others just
to have someone on that day.
And singlepeople were made
to feel sad or out-of-love and
I didn't feel like that was
right. That feeling probably
brought them back to being
the only 5th grader in class
without any Valentine's Day
card. My disgust for Valentine's Day at the time would
go even deeperthen that. I almost didn't even believe that
the idea of "Love" between
a man and a woman ever
existed. I was a person who
had to see it to believe it, and
ofcourse "Love" was something I couldn't see in real
life. I would see how it was
depicted in certain films or
literature about the feelings
behind love. Those ideas and

images didn't satisfy
my thirst for what love
actually is. I continued

believe that Love
between a man and a
woman simply did not
exist. It was lust, infat-

to

uation, security or just

plain being comfortable with one another.
In the past I would see
couples coming togeth-

it orJtae.

See, I wanted to get the perfect gift for
you, but there's no gift that could match
the love I have for you.

Yeah, and nothing bought from
any store could beat that.

coming together for other reasons then sex, especially on Valentine's Day, my thoughts have
changed tremendously. I allowed myself to see that receiving a box full of chocolates, a
date, or a simple "I love you" is
just as important on Valentine's
Day because that day represents
all ofit.
I was stuck in one way in celebrating Valentine's Day; I was
stuck in one way of thinking
about love. Realizing, that all
perceptions and concepts make
up both love and Valentine's
Day, reminds me that it can be
anybody's interpretation. For
me, Valentine's Day was about
the box of chocolates, to even
being that 5th grader with no
Valentine's Day cards, but this
year I know for sure, it's about
love.

Have you heard the news? that same hype and exmerits that were posted
on it may have ruined
Juicycampus.com has offi- citement turned into a
the lives and reputacially shut down. As ofFeb. reputation-ruining real5, 2009, the gossip Web site ity. For lack of a better
tions of many students,
it is protected under
word, the people who
closed.
the Communications
Many people adored the continued the gossip
were cowards,
Decency Act of 1996,
gossip and this Web site harThe comments writbored every aspect ofit.Anywhich makes a tedious
ten were often mean
task for legality issues.
one could go and post whatWHITNEY
This Act proposes to
ever they felt like saying, and insulting. It was
DICKENS
protect Web publishers
whether it was true or not. not juicy gossip; it was
from liability of maliThe problems with juicycahateful gossip. I have
mpus.com were the rumors heard so many people say their cious comments that are posted
that were being created, repname was on juicycampus, and by third parties.
The news of the shut down
utations that were ruined and were very hurt and upset about
the college campuses, across it.The 'Juicy' gossip supposedly may bring a tear to some eyes,
America, that fell apart.
included who was 'the sluttiest' especially those who posted the
was on campus, who cheated with dirty, foul-mouthed comments,
Juicycampus.com
but now maybe they will comcreated in 2007 and hosted who and many other outlandthe anonymous comments ish topics. People even began municate verbally instead of
from students representing relying on this Web site for the anonymously in cyberspace.
Now that juicycampus.com
over 60 universities. The latest news and information, or
is gone, we can sit back and
slogan on the site was, "the what happened at some event.
Various college campuses relax, but most importantly, we
juicier the better." Those who
commented hid behind what banned juicycampus.com as can focus on more important
they said, instead ofrevealing they became aware of the gos- things. I just hope another Web
who they were. There was an sip and rumors that arose, along site like this does not augment
overall hype and excitement with the possible outcomes that its dirty head on any college
that grew as students heard could have emerged. Although campus ever again, especially
of this Web site. However, the site and the millions of com- at A&T.

buy- *b the stores.

So= yon got

a woman
Once I was open
to the idea of men and woman

Juicy Campus is shut down for good

But k wasn't somethtag I cosM

£1

T0WNSELL

er solely based on shallowness.
Their initial reasons for coming
together in the first place would
be based on physical attraction
or just settling for what you
think you can get. After accomplishing that, you would talk
about your dreams, goals in life,
and othertopics that you end up
asking out of courtesy to ensure
that when he or she will sleep
with you, they would feel like
they had a "connection." However, in all actuality that same
connection would be equivalent
to a one night stand except that
person was just straight up with
what they wanted. The only
thing I saw that was real between a man and a woman was
sex. The difference would only
be one night versus over a span
of two months.
To sum it all up love was
used for sex, love would be used

aggielife
for
?Or

AASIYA

for Valentine's Day, but
sex would inevitably
be real. At that time, I
didn't see the realness
in love between a man
and a woman, just the
realness in sex. Then I
realized my problem,
sex was all I wanted to
see between a man and

4§)
Couldn't hurt to
check though, right?

(I guess not.

Evan Summerville
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Aggie Men earn third AGGIES
RUNDOWN
consecutive win in MEAC
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TEAM
N.C. A&T
Delaware State

MEAC

Coppin State
MD-Eastern Shore
Hampton

Florida A&M
Morgan State
South Carolina State
Howard
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. MD-Eastern Shore
Princess Anne, Md.

2 p.m.

Monday
vs. Delaware State

Dover, Del.
4:30 p.m.
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL -THE A&T REGISTER
TA'WUANA COOK is thethird leading scorer for the tady Aggies this season alit 11.6 ppg, while dishing out a team high 3.3 assist per game as a junior guard.

Lady Aggies improve
to 10-0 in conference
LAUREN MORGAN
Register Reporter

On Monday night North
Carolina A&T lady Aggies improved to 10-0 in the MEAC,
extending their win streak to 11
games
The lady Aggies defeated the

Bethune-Cookman Wildcats 9068 at Corbett Sports Center. The
win over Bethune-Cookman
came from the Aggies impressive defense and from their outstanding rebounding. The Aggies out-rebounded the Wildcats

48-32.
ing performance and a very
strong defensive game. They

allow A&T to pull away. With a
little over 12 minutes to play in
the half the Aggies would go on
a 10-1 run to lead the Wildcats
24-12. A&T would end the half
with a 44-29 lead.
The lady Aggies' Bland had
13 points in the half and TaylorJames added 10. A&T would go
into the half shooting 50 percent
while holding Bethune-Cookman to shooting 37.9 percent.

The Aggies would also out-re-

bound their opponent 21-15.
Monday's game versus Bethune-Cookman proved to be a
much more offensive game than
Saturday's game against the

and down by four FAMU went
on a 13-4run to lead the Aggies

25-20. At times when shots just
weren't falling for the Aggies,
they relied on their defense to
get them back in the game. At
the 5:18 mark the Aggies would
go on a run of their own, outscoring FAMU 12-4. A&T led
32- 29 at the half. Their defense
would cause FAMU to turn the
ball over 19 times in the first
half.
"We know what's going to win
the game for us, and that's defense," said Bibbs.
In the second half the Aggies
looked as if they were going
to have a poor offensive game.

Florida A&M Rattlers. Despite
held Bethune Cookman to 35.9 A&T's home court advantage it It wasn't until the 17:15 mark
percent from the field while seemed that no shots were going that either team would score.
the Aggies way. They shot 26.2 Stephanie Foster hit a 3-pointer
shooting 53.1 percent.
Amber Bland led all scorers percent from the field on 11 of for the Rattlers to tie the game
with 24 points and Brittanie 42.
at 32. With 17 minutes left in
"We had a really good game the game A&T would go on a
Taylor-James added 20 for the
Aggies. Sophomore guard Jalisa plan going into it," said Bibbs.
17-0 run to lead their opponent
Isaac was the leading scorer for "I've never seen us miss so 49-32.
the Wildcats with 19. Jaleesa many open shots around the
The Rattlers would continue
Sams and Riesha Bullock led basket".
to see a scoring drought until
the Aggies in rebounding with
Although Bland only shot 8 for a little over 6 minutes left in
22, she led A&T with 22 points. the game. A&T would end the
seven a piece.
From the start it looked as if it Ta'Wuana Cook added 12 and game outscoring FAMU 19-12.
was going to be a tight game,but 3 assists. Deidra Jones was the
The Aggies defense would
the Aggies defensive pressure leading scorer for FAMU with hold the Rattlers to scoring only
and the offensive presence from 14. She also had 5 assists.
15 points in the second half on
Bland and Taylor-James would
With 10:02 left in the first half 16.1 percent shooting.

PHOTO BYKENNETH HAWKINS • THE A&TREGISTER

ED JONES is leading theAggies in scoring this season at 12.9 ppg. He finished with 15 on Monday.

DANIEL HENDERSON
Sports Editor

When conference play be-

gan, the Aggie Men's basketball team seemed destined
to finish at the bottom of the
barrow.
A&T suffered a four-game
road stretch that resulted in
one win in theirlast game and
since have become a surprise
contender in the MEAC with
a current three-game winnng
streak in progress.
The Aggies (11-12, 5-5)
hosted two games this past

weekend against the "Sunshine State" achieving a 7363 win over Florida A&M
two days before knocking
off Betune-Cookman 61-56
on Monday.
"Wehad to get to 5-5 in the
conference. It was important
for us," said Eaves.
A&T can still compete for
the regular season conference title and now are ranked
fourth in the conference.

The blue and gold did not

have one of their strongest

offensive games Monday,
but were fortunate that both
teams struggles from the

field.
Neither team shot over 43
percent for the game and
the Aggies missed eight free

throws in the final four minutes that could have sent the
game in the books.
"We're going to keep
working on Our free throws
on Wednesday's and Thursday's," said head coach Jerry

After coming off a losing season going 3-8, North Carolina
A&T's football team may have

�

*

something to look forward to
for next season.
On February 4, Alonzo Lee
head coach for the Aggies
signed 22 recruits.
Alonzo Lee is the 17th head
coach in Aggie history.
"I'm super elated about the
signings we had in Greensboro,
particularly the ones we signed
from Dudley," said Lee. "I'm so
energized about that I can climb
the highest mountain and swim
the deepest sea. Recruiting in
your backyard is the foundation
of a solid college football program."

Of the other 22 recruits Coach

Lee signed five defensive linemen, four offensive linemen,
and three running backs.
He also signed three lineback-

their "road swagger" capping
off a 19-2 run.
Bethune has been playing super on the road," said Eaves.
The Wildcats led at the half 3026, but offensively could keep
up with the sudden hot Aggies
who shot 50 percent in the second half.
Senior Nicholas Wilson led
the Aggies with 13 points in the
second period and a team high
15 for the game.
Much like Monday's action,
the blue and gold got off to
a strong start against Florida
A&M

Although the Rattlers came
into the game as the leading
rounding team in the conference,
they had no answer for Thomas
Coleman in the frontcourt who
finished with 17 points and nine

boards.
A&T went on a 19-2 run in the
second half that pu the game out
out ofreach.
"I think we played 30 minutes of great ball and probably

10 minutes of not securing the
ball," said Eaves, who saw
his team turn the ball over 26
times.
The Aggie men will began a
two-game road swing Saturday.

2009 football

Lee optimistic about
recruiting class
LAUREN MORGAN
Register Reporter

Eaves. "We do quite a bit ofthat
on those two days. We'll just
have to continue to grow our
confidence and our concentration. It's not so much practice.
It's about not playing to the level you expect yourself to play."
The Aggies looked relentless
in the first 9 Vi minutes opening the game on a 17-6run, but
eventually the Wildcats regained

recruiting list
Tony Mashburn 5-11 205 LB Tal

lahasse, Fla,

ers and one quarterback.
"We're not done yet," said
Lee. "I would like to see add
some older players by signing a
few more drop downs and junior
college players. But we wanted
to start by bringing in some
young blood. We like what we
have here now, but anytime you
can add new blood you're ahead

of the game."
Among the five recruits from
Greensboro was two-time state
championship
game MVP
Rickie Lewis, Jr. Lewis quarterbacked for the Dudley High
School Panthers, but may play a
different position when he suits
up the Aggies.

Lee also signed three other recruits from Dudley.
As a Panther in his senior year
Lewis rushed for 2,144 yards
and 33 touchdowns. He also
threw for 1,424 yards and 10
touchdowns.

He also finished his junior and
senior seasons undefeated.

Theo Agnew 6-5 230 DE Windsor,
Conn.
Patrick Courtney 5-9 140K South
Pasadena, Calif.
Issiah Martin 5-10 180DB Ronoake,
Va.
Darius Dawkins 6-3 280 DT Gaffney,
S.C.
Dontavious Payne 5-8 185 RB Tallahasse, Fla.
Darius Hall 6-2 260 DE Greensboro,
N.C.
Rickey Lewis Jr. 5-10 170ATH
Greensboro, NC

Chris Neal 6-1 230 DE Greensboro,
N.C.

Tevin Williams 6-1 200DB Greensboro, N.C.

TEAM

MEAC

OVR.

MEAC

OVR.

Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State
Hampton
N.C. A&T
South Carolina State
Howard

Coppin State
Florida A&M
Delaware State
MD-Eastern Shore

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. MD-Eastern Shore
Princess Anne, Md.
4 p.m.
Sunday: 1 p.m.
Wednseday
@ Delaware State
Dover, Del.
6 p.m.

SOFTBALL
TEAM

SOUTHERN DIVISION
Hampton
0-0
Howard
0-0
Delaware State
0-0
Morgan State
0-0
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State
0-0
NORTHERN DIVISION
N.C. A&T
4-0
Bethune-Cookman
0-0
Norfolk State
0-0
Florida A&M
0-0
South Carolina State
0-0

Daron Collins 6-4 280 OL Charlotte,
N.C.
Marcus Nelson 65 285 OL Charlotte,
N.C.

Timothy Sunkins 6-4 315 OL Washington D.C.

Richard Wasnington 6-7 330 OL
Washington D.C.

UPCOMING GAMES:
Saturday & Sunday
ElonTwournament
Elon, N.C.

Feb. 27-March 1st
NCA&T Invitational
Aggie Softball Complex

NEWS AND NOTES
-The North Carolina A&T lady swimming team competed and placed first in
the HBCU swimming championship in
Washington D.C.
-The Aggie track team prepared for the
MEAC Indoors Championship this past
weekend in New York. Three Aggies
placed in thier respectives events including
freshmen Ruth Hunt and Krystin Lawson
who finished first in their 200 meter heats,
and junior Calesio Newman who broke
the school record record in the 60 meters
running a

6.68.

The Lady Aggies Softball team finished
-undefeated
this past weekend at the
SWAC/MEAC challenge in Conyers, Ga

AtRO Uf ND
SPORTS
—

NHL

PITTSBURGH

Sidney Crosby
isn't quite ready to see his
image plastered on the side of
an entire building, as it almost
certainly will be in Vancouver.
The Winter Olympics begin
a year from now, and the
Penguins captain is expected
to be the home team's biggest
star

MLB STERIODS
NEW YORK Players around
the major leagues praise Alex
Rodriguez for acknowledging
his steroid use but wonder
why his was the only name on
the list of 104 to come out.
"It's definitely not fair to just
pinpoint one guy," said Kevin
Youkilis of the rival Red Sox.
By Baseball Writer Ronald
Blum.

—

Kevin Fulton Jr. 6-3 200 ATH Balti-

more, Md.

tttvi ''-//a.
STUDl XTTOAI
LARGE 1-TOPPING
S7.99
(336) 954-7575

j

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Chris Kennedy 5-11180 RB Greens-

boro, N.C.

Alex Grubb 6-0 220 P Lexington, N.C.

HEY
AGGIES!

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Antionnialrose "Tony" Coles 6-2 230
RB Oxon HII, Md.

Like sports? Like to write? The A&T
Register is currently looking for writers to
add to 'the Score'. Come to the contributors meetings held every Wednesday at 5

NBA PLAYOFFS
CHARLOTTE, N.C. In a rare
interview, Michael Jordan discusses the Charlotte Bobcats'
makeover this season.

—
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Ron Brown

Hudson gives emotional performance
in first Grammy win

2009 Grammy
Winners
Best Male R&B Vocal

Performance: Ne-Yo - 'Miss
Independent'

Best R&B Performance by
a Duo or Group With
Vocals: Al Green (featuring
John Legend) - 'Stay With
Me (By the Sea)'
Urban/Alternative

Best

Performance: Chrisette
Michele (featuring will.i.am)

- 'Be OK'

-

Best R&B Song: Ne-Yo
'Miss Independent'
Best R&B Album

Jennifer Hudson
Hudson'

'Jennifer

Best Contemporary R&B
Album: Mary J. Blige
'Growing Pains'

-

Best Rap Solo
Performance: Lil Wayne

'AMilli'
Best Rap Performance by

a Duo or Group:
Jay-Z, T.I., Kanye West &Lil
Wayne- 'Swagga Like Us'
Best Rap/Sung
Collaboration: Estelle (featuring Kanye West) - 'American Boy'

Best Rap Song: Lil' Wayne 'Lollipop'
Best Rap Album:
Lil' Wayne 'Tha Carter III'

-

LAPORSHALOWRY
Scene Editor

Although she has been incredibly strong
afterthe unfortunate events thattook the lives
ofher family members, JenniferHudson has
been careful in the moves that she has made
when it comes to a comeback.
After wowing the Super Bowl crowd
last week in singing the national anthem,
she made another impressive performance
during the 51 st Grammy Awards. She won
Best R&B Album for her debut cd, "Jennifer

Pains"

Al Green won awards for his
collaborations with John Legend and
Anthony Hamilton. They included a win
for Best R&B Performance By A Duo Or
Group WithVocals with "Stay With Me (By

not make a so

-S.J

PHOTO COURTESYOF GRAMMY.COM
YOU PULLED ME THROUGH JenniferHudson gives an emotionalperformance during the 51st Grammy Awards on Sunday night. Her
self-titled debut album brought her thefirst Grammy of her career for'BestR&B Album'.

The Sea)" featuring John Legend and Best
Traditional R&B Vocal Performance with
"You've Got The Love I Need" featuring
Anthony Hamilton.
Other performances that were featured
included the "Rap Pack" (T.I., Jay-Z, Lil
Wayne, & Kanye West), who performed
"Swagga Like Us" alongside a very
pregnant M.I.A. who was due the same day
as the show.

Contributor

This movie, 'He's Just Not
That Into You', is a new
romantic comedy starring Ben
Affleck, Jennifer Aniston, and
Drew Barrymore.

Directed by Ken Kwapis,
the film chronicles the lives
on five young women living
in Baltimore, Maryland who
have a lot ofmisfortune in their

relationships.

All five of the women have
trouble distinguishing when a
man is interested in pursuing a
relationship.
In the center of this debacle
is Gigi (Ginnifer Goodwin)
a confused, gullible, nai've
woman
PHOTO COURTESYOF NEW LINE CINEMA
HE'S JUST NOT THAT INTO YOU (l-r) Ginnifer Goodwin, JenniferAniston, and Jennifer Connellystar in
theromantic comedy about the trialsand tribulations of communicating inrelationships.

message about women being
true to themselves.

The negative part about this

film it has too many plots.
There are a total ofnine leading

actors that have relationship
problems in the movie.

West performed their Grammy-winning

collaboration "American Boy", and big
winner Lil' Wayne performed the Hurricane
Katrina-inspired "Tie My Hands" with
Robin Thicke.

Chris Brown and Rihanna were
scheduled to perform at the awards, but
neither showed up. Brown was later booked
on felony criminal threats charges after

allegedly assaulting her.
Al Green filled in for them at the last

T.I. made another performance of minute and performed the classic "Let's
his latest single "Dead and Gone" with
Stay Together."
Justin Timberlake. Estelle and Kanye

CRYSTAL ETIENNE

he promises to call her.
When Gigi does not hear from
Conor the next day she begins
to leave him frantic voice mails
and frequents a bar he goes to.
"He's Just Not That Into You"
is definitely a romantic comedy,
and an empowering movie for
every woman.
The film sends an important

similar music fromT-Pain
and Lil'Wayne, Ron Brown
definitely brings that New
York feel to the masses.
-S.J

I can't see\ iow people
keep liking the same concepts of music over and over.
Plies please
don t do me an more
ti's comeback was short of
a resurrection and it just
confirms that r< epeat rappers

MOVIE REVIEW:
HE'S JU ST NOT THAT INTO YOU

Gigi goes out on a date with
Conor (Kevin Connolly), and

This song makes me want
to Harlem shake, grab my
foot and brush my shoulders
off. Although we have heard

"Want It, Ne

Hudson"
She sung "YouPulled Me Through" from
the Grammy-winning, self-titled album. It
was obvious that she was struggling to finish
the song. However, she made it through in
spectacular fashion as a choir stood behind
her to singbackground vocals.
Lil' Wayne, who garnered the most

nominations with eight including Album
of the Year for "The Carter III", won four
awards in the rap categories ofBest Rap Solo
Performance, Best Rap Song for "Lollipop",
and Best Rap Album for "The Carter III".
He also won alongside Jay-Z, Kanye West,
and T.I. in the Best Rap Performance by a
Duo or Group for "Swagga Like Us".
Other winners in the R&B category
were Alicia Keys in Best Female R&B
Vocal Performance for "Superwoman",
Ne-Yo in both the Best Male R&B Vocal
Performance and Best R&B Song for "Miss
Independent", and Mary J. Blige in Best
Contemporary R&B Album for "Growing

"Jumpin' Out the
Window"

With all of the relationship
problems, some moviegoers
maybe confused.
I would advise you not to leave
during this movie or the film's
storyline may confuse you.

i
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Miss A&T makes stage debut
LAPORSHALOWRY
Scene Editor

mwm

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

FRIDAY THE 13TH opens
in theaters on Friday. Jason
Vorrhees (played by Derek
Mears) strikes again in the
latest installment of the horror series that originally premeired in 1980. After going
missing at abandoned Camp
Crystal Lake where Jason
lives, a survivor returns to look
for his sister. He goes into the
woods after being advised by
citizens not to.
-L.L.

TaNisha Fordham has been
a busy woman since assuming
the crown of Miss A&T. She
has been fulfilling her duties as
queen, finishingherschoolwork
in order to graduate in May,
and planning a wedding all at
the same time.
She has also been nurturing
a budding career in acting,
and plans to attend UNCG
for graduate school. She is
starring in the stage play "Mad
at Miles: A Black Woman's
Guide to Truth", directed by
Donna Baldwin-Bradby.
"Ms. Bradby is magnificent
and one of the best
directors in the world. I am
so blessed and honored and
ready."
"Mad at Miles", written
by Pearl Cleage, tells that
story of three women and
was motivated by the abusive
relationship between Cicely
Tyson and Miles Davis.
"I am really excited because
I want to be a film actress and
I think that this is step one,"
said Fordham. "I have learned
so much from Tennille Foust
(Woman #1) and Jamila Curry
(Woman #2) who are both
phenomenal and both A&T
grads."
Fordham will be portraying
Woman #3 in her Triad Stage
debut. The play will open at
the Pyrle Theater's Upstage
Cabaret starting tomorrow and
run through February 21 st

.

Chris Brown
assaults
Rihanna???
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MAD AT MILES (LEFTTO RIGHT) Jamila Curry JaNishaFordham and Tennille Foust rehearse a scene from the play written by Pearl Cleage and
directedby Donna Baldwin-Bradby. Fordham, who is Miss A&T, plays Woman #3. Mad atMileshitsTriad Stagein GreensboroThursday

"I have a lot ofrisque parts

in the play and scenes that are
not anything like me. I have to
curse, scream, cry, and even
have a scene with a man. All of
it is for a purpose and point."
"Mad at Miles" was originally
part ofa 1993 essay collection
by Cleage called "Deals with
the Devil and Other Reasons to
Riot", in which she discussed
sexism and domesticabuse. She
depicts similarities ofeveryday

abuse by males in relationships
with the brutality to women by
jazzmusician Miles Davis.
"The show is intense, and it
is about strong women who
refuse to take any garbage from
men, period. I know that there
won't be an unchanged soul
when people leave the theatre.
You'll come in 'Mad at Miles',
and when you leave, you will
be over him."
General admission seating is

only $18 and show times are
7:30 pm on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays and 10:00 pm on
Friday and Saturday nights.
Fordham was voted as Miss
A&T during the campus
elections last year. She became
engaged to her longtime
boyfriend, Robert Alston
on October 7th during her
coronation. The two will be
married in May.

After cancelling both of
their Grammy performances on Sunday at the last
minute, Chris Brown and
Rihanna reportedly got into
an altercation that resulted
in Brown turning himself in
to police. He was booked
on felony criminal threats
charges and released on
$50,000 bail. Rihanna is
reported to have been the
victim.

-
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Not Your Ordinary Valentine's Day
WHITNEY DICKENS

Register Reporter

TESTIMONY: VOL. 2, LOVE
& POLITICS is the 4th
album by neo-soul artist India.Arie. It is in stores and
was released on Tuesday. The
first single from the album is
"Chocolate High" featuring
Misiq Soulchild and Vol. 2 is
the second installment in the
'Testimony' series from India.
Arie.

Valentine's Day, February 14; No matter
what year it may be, what generation, or
what day ofthe week, the day is special to
everyone. This statement may be true, but
true in reference to who? Couples? Youth?
Singles? Someone with a valentine? Is
Valentine's Day a day for the female,
the male, or both? Is it a day only for

/

along with Felicia Lawrence, freshman
JOMC major both agree that Valentine's
Day is a holiday for anyone who embodies
a spirit oflove, and everyone wants to be
loved. But, what if you just don't have a
Valentine altogether? Barnes answered
this question saying, "If I don't have a
Valentine, I won't feel left out...but girls
may take it another way."
Students, both single and in a
relationships, were asked what could be

fa
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specil someone, and celebrting their two
year anniversary. To make this ocassion
special and maintain the budget, they will
exchange gifts, go out to dinner and spend
quality time with one another.
Valentine's Day can be celebrated by
anyone. However, is Valentine's day
geared more towards females, males, or
both? "I feel like Valentine's day is geared
more toward the female because a male has
to do everything he can to make the female
feel special," said Barnes.
Jerrod Johnson, junior biology major,
feels that Valentine's day has always been
for the female because the popular gifts
such as stuffed animals, candy, or flowers
are things that women like. "A grown man
can't do anything with a stuffed animal,
flowers or candy; he is satisfied with the
woman by his side and spending time

Lir Kim on
DWTS!
The "Queen Bee" herself
was announced as one of
the newest cast members
on the ABC show "Dancing
With the Stars. She will be
partnered with Corky Ballas, and season 8 will premiere on March 9th.
-L.L

together."

ONE MONKEY DON'T STOP
NO SHOW presented by the
Department of Visual Design & Performing Arts will
be playing in Paul Robeson
Theatre, starting February
12 and running through the
22nd. Showtimes are 3 p.m.
and 8 p.m. Ticket prices will
be $15.00, $8.00 for Senior's
and non-A&T students, and
$5.00 for A&T students. Contact the box office at (336)
334-7749.
-L.L

someone with money or someone whohas
a budget?
No matter what the circumstance or
situation may be, February 14 is a day of
high concern for all, especially college
students, whether in the dating game or
not.

"I feel like Valentine's Day is more special
to couples because it allows them the
opportunity to spice up their relationship,"
added Markel Barnes, junior biology
major. Emilee Christopher, senior child
development and family studies major,
WNAA-FM AND S.W.I.M
PRESENT MINIS Rapper
M.I.M.S. will be in Stallings
Ballroom on Thursday from
11 am-2pm.The campus radio
station, WNAA-FM and the
student group SWIM (Students With an Interest in Music) will be holding the event.

- L.L

done in each circumstance on Valentines's
Day. Although Essence Lee, frehsman print
journalism major is single, she usually
spends Valentine's day with her friends,
going outto dinner or to a party. She added,
"It's no time to be moping around, it's all
about being with those you love." Bailey
humourously said that she will be hanging
out with her other single friends this
Valentine's day; they will be talking about
how much they hate Valentine's day.
February 14 will always be special to
Roterra Brown, junior nursing major,
because she is sharing the day with her

On the contrary, Christopher dislikes
the stigma that women should receive
gifts for Valentine's day. "People have a
misconception of Valentine's day being
'Women's Pamper Me Day.' It's always
nice, but the love is mutual; therefore,
Valentine's day is a celebration of each
other."
Being that the majority ofcollege students
do not have an abundance ofmoney, can
you survive Valentine's day on a budget, or
do you have to have a lot of money?
From various male perspectives,
Johnathan McCoy, senior mechanical
engineering said, "Gifts that have intrinsic
value will be received with more love and
affection than a gift that is simply given
because of its financial expense and they
will last in the memory ofthe one receiving
it. Having a limited budget actually puts
you at an advantage because you must
be creative with the meaning ofthe gift."
Barnes adds, "If you have the money, there
is no need to be cheap; ifyou can buy what
your significant other wants in order to
make them happy, you should do that.
However, if you have no money, they
should know that, so spending time
together should be enough."
So, what should you do on Valentine's
day? Can you actually survive on a budget?
Will you be creative or romantic? Well,
students both single and in a relationship
have offered their advice: on Valentine's
Day, being creative allows you to explore
your romantic level, while still remaining
within your budget. But you should still
live everyday like Valentine's day; don't
mope around and have fun.
Valentine's Day is all about spending
time with those who your truly care about
and everything else is a plus.

Etta James
disses Beyonce'
Etta James, who is best
known for the classic "At
Last", recently criticized
Beyonce' during her
concert in Seattle for
singing the famous song at
the Inaugaration. "I can't
stand Beyonce... [she] had
no business
singing my
song that I been
singing forever." James
later claimed that the comments were made in a joking manner.

...
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L If sex didn't exist, would you still go out on dates? 2. What would happen to Valentine's Day? 3. Will you "get it in" a little extra
for those without a valentine? 4. Do you have that "12 Play" on deck? 5. Or has it been replaced by a Ne-yo or Usher mixtape? 6,
What do single people do on V-Day? 7. Do they buy themselves a girt and masturbate? 8. Does chocolate go bad? 9, Can you buy
your boo some chocolate for next year on Feb. 15th when it is 75% off?? 10. Would you have to worry about this year's salmonella outbreaks in peanut butter? 11. If your relationship is less than 90 days old, do you get a Valentine's Day? 12. How many of you
have a main squeeze and a valentine on the side? 13. Do people still ask, "Will you be my Valentine"? 14. How many times do the
police respond to domestic violence calls on Valentine's Day? 15. What has to go wrong for that to happen? 16. Did she find the
2-year-old receipt for 75% off? 17. Why is Chris Brown hitting on women? 18. Is another Ike Turner better or worse than another
Michael Jackson? 19. Did Rihanna just not want the cake? 20. Would you go to an on-campus barbershop or beauty salon?
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